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INTRODUCTION
This chapter documents the background data and assumptions on which the Buchanan Field Airport
compatibility criteria set forth in Chapter 3 are based. A brief discussion, together with tabular data and
maps, is included for each of the following topics:
' Airport Features
< Airport Features Summary (Exhibit 5A)
< Airport Layout Diagram (Exhibit 5B)
' Airport Activity
< Airport Activity Data (Exhibit 5C)
' Noise Impacts
< Current Noise Contours (Exhibits 5D, E, and F)
< Projected Noise Contours (Exhibits 5G, H, and I)
< Helicopter Flight Training Footprints (Exhibits 5J and K)
< Status of FAR Part 150 Noise Abatement Measures (Exhibit 5L)
< Noise Complaint Locations (Exhibit 5M)
' Airport Environs
< Airport Environs Summary (Exhibit 5N)
< General Plan Land Use Designations (Exhibit 5O)
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AIRPORT FEATURES
Buchanan Field is the older of the two publicly owned airports in Contra Costa County. The airport
dates from 1942 when the county acquired the property. The facility served as an Army air base during
World War II, at which time the two original runways were constructed. Public use began in 1946 and
has been continuous ever since.
Many modifications to individual components of the runway/taxiway system have been made over the
years, but the basic configuration is essentially unchanged from when the airport opened. In particular,
the airport’s two major runways — now designated 1L-19R (oriented northeast/southwest) and 14L32R (oriented northwest/southeast) — continue to have their original physical length despite several
changes to landing threshold placement and usable length. Among the notable additions to the airfield
was the construction during the 1960s of a shorter runway adjacent to each of the two primary runways. Also, from 1949 until 1967, a short, roughly east/west-oriented runway (now a taxiway) was in
use.
Today, Buchanan Field Airport occupies a total of some 495 acres of property and controls avigation
easements on an additional 50± acres. With extensive urban development on all sides, no significant
changes in the airport’s size or configuration are feasible. The most recent airport master plan, adopted
in 1990, focuses primarily on building area improvements such as a potential terminal building and
additional aircraft hangars. Future enhancements to instrument approach procedures are anticipated
in the plan, but no physical extension of the runways or other major runway system changes are proposed.
A summary of current and planned features of Buchanan Field Airport is presented in Exhibit 5A. Exhibit 5B shows the existing airport layout and planned instrument approach procedure enhancements.
The airport’s Airspace Plan is included in Chapter 3 (Figure 3D).
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AIRPORT ACTIVITY
Except for its military beginnings, the primary role of Buchanan Field has always been and is expected
to remain as a general aviation airport serving Contra Costa County and portions of adjacent counties.
The airport has briefly had scheduled airline service in the past and there are prospects for such service
again in the future, but this role is limited by constraints of the airport’s facilities and environs.
Exhibit 5C contains a summary of current (1999/2000) Buchanan Field Airport activity. Approximately
235,000 aircraft operations took place during 1999, including takeoffs and landings during nighttime
hours after the traffic control tower is closed. Despite year-to-year fluctuations, this total remained
relatively constant throughout the 1990s, but well below the 1978 historical high of over 350,000 operations. Helicopter operations — primarily flight training — account for some 35% of current activity.
Buchanan Field Airport had no scheduled airline service during 1999.
Also included in Exhibit 5C are projections of future activity under three different sets of assumptions
regarding airline and helicopter operations. Scenario A assumes that the airport will continue without
scheduled airline service and that extensive helicopter flight training will cease. Scenario B is a continuation of current conditions — helicopter flight training, but no airline service. Scenario C assumes that
helicopter flight training will remain at its current level and that limited airline service will commence.
The airline service projection is set at 20,000 aircraft operations annually or an average of about 27
flights per day. All of the airline aircraft operations are assumed to be by regional-jet type aircraft (50 to
75 passenger aircraft weighing less than 75,000 pounds gross) comparable to recent model, large business jets.
For other types of aircraft, the current activity volume is projected to increase by approximately 37%.
All three future scenarios assume the same percentage growth. This increase is consistent with the projected growth in based aircraft to a total of 850 which represents the build-out capacity indicated on
the current airport layout plan. Total aircraft activity — with helicopter flight training and schedule
airline operations included — is expected to reach no more than 320,000 operations, still below the
airport’s historic high.
In all of these scenarios, the forecasts are for an undefined future year. For land use compatibility planning purposes, the specific year in which the projected activity levels are reached is not particularly
significant. More important is to plan for a volume of activity that can reasonably be anticipated at
some time in the future, regardless of when.
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NOISE IMPACTS
Cumulative Noise Impacts
Noise impact contours associated with current and future Buchanan Field Airport aircraft activity are
illustrated on the following pages. These contours were calculated using the FAA’s Integrated Noise
Model and the activity data listed in Exhibit 5C.
The contours depicted in the Exhibits 5D through 5I represent cumulative noise impacts measured in
terms of Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). For both the current and future time frames, the
input assumptions were varied to assess the effect on the resulting contours. The specific conditions
shown are as follows:
' Current (1999) Noise Impacts
< Exhibit 5D: Total aircraft operations (237,000).
< Exhibit 5E: Current activity, but with helicopter flight training operations excluded.
< Exhibit 5F: Current activity including helicopter flight training, but excluding 1970s era business
jets.
' Projected Noise Impacts
< Exhibit 5G: Future activity without helicopter flight training (Scenario A).
< Exhibit 5H: Future activity with helicopter flight training (Scenario B).
< Exhibit 5I: Future activity with helicopter flight training and limited scheduled airline service
using regional jets (Scenario C).
A comparison among all of these contour sets shows relatively little significant differences. Because
noise is measured on a logarithmic scale and CNEL is a cumulative calculation, noise contour size is
usually controlled more by a small volume of relatively loud aircraft than by a large volume of comparatively quiet aircraft. Thus, the projected increase in total aircraft operations is balanced in terms of
contour size by the anticipated elimination over time of the older, louder, business jet aircraft. Even the
potential introduction of scheduled airline service using current technology aircraft would have minimal
effect on the noise contours. The noise levels generated by these aircraft is similar to that of average
business jets now operating at the airport. Appendix C2 depicts the relative loudness of selected aircraft
which commonly operate at Buchanan Field Airport.

Helicopter Noise
One final set of noise contours is provided here in response to community comments regarding the
impacts of helicopter flight training noise. As a comparison between Exhibit 5D and 5E or between
Exhibit 5G and 5H shows, helicopters make only a small contribution to the airport’s cumulative noise
contours despite representing a third of the current total operations. This occurs because the takeoff
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and landing noise footprint of helicopters is very small, as Appendix C2 illustrates. Nevertheless, helicopter noise is particularly annoying to many people. The staccato nature of the sound is one factor,
but, for the Buchanan Field environs, the frequency of the flights is probably more significant.
Exhibits 5J and 5K show the effect of extending the single-event helicopter noise footprint to follow a
closed-circuit, flight training pattern. The two traffic patterns depicted are ones most commonly flown,
but all helicopters do not necessarily follow these exact lines. The contours indicate areas where
noise-sensitive outdoor activities could be briefly interrupted as a helicopter flies past. Coupled with the
fact that these patterns are flown by some 40,000 helicopters per year (some 200 flights per day, 5 days
per week except for holidays and bad weather), the reason for some people to be annoyed becomes
apparent.

Status of FAR Part 150 Noise Reduction Measures
In 1989, Contra Costa County prepared a Noise Compatibility Program for Buchanan Field Airport in
accordance with the methodology specified in Part 150 of the Federal Aviation Regulations. This study
identified a series of actions designed to reduce airport-related noise impacts on the surrounding
communities. Most of these noise reduction measures are now in effect. Exhibit 5L lists the individual
measures and summarizes the status of each.

Noise Complaints
Since 1989, Buchanan Field Airport management has maintained a log of phone calls received from
airport area residents complaining about aircraft noise. Exhibit 5M summarizes the geographic
distribution of this data. Each dot represents the approximate location from which a complaint call has
been received on one or more occasions during the 1989 to 1999 time period. Many individuals have
called multiple times.
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Exhibit 5D

Current Noise Contours
Total Activity
Buchanan FieldAirport
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Exhibit 5 E

Current Noise C ontours
without Helicopter Flight Training
BuchananField Airport
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Exhibit 5F

Current Noise Contours
without Old Jets
Buchanan FieldAirport
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Exhibit 5G

Projected Noise Contours
without Helicopter Flight Training
Buchanan FieldAirport
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